DEADLIEST CATCH: DUNGEON COVE | 7x60
Follow four families in Newport, Oregon, as they compete in a rare, no-limit, catch-as-much-as-you-can, Dungeness Crab Derby. There’s no limit to how much crab can be caught, but boats and men can be pushed only so far. This season, 2 boats and 4 men will not make it home.
*Available in Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese.

DOGS: THE UNTOLD STORY | 5X60; Available in December
From wild and worker dogs, domesticated pets and those released back into the wild, this series examines the species’ natural history and evolution.
*Available in Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, Japanese and Russian.

FUN TAIWAN ADVENTURES | 10X60
Janet Hsieh is showing video bloggers from around the world her favorite island. From mountain adventures to deep sea fishing, from the throngs of local night markets to the tranquility of secluded hot springs, Janet will guide these international guests through unique organic events and activities found only in Taiwan.
*Available in Chinese Complex subtitles, Thai, Korean subs and Vietnamese.

HARLEY AND THE DAVIDSONS | 3X120
On a humble street in Milwaukee at the turn of the century, Bill Harley and Arthur Davidson designed a motorized bicycle that they believed would give people a new way to see the world around them. See how ordinary men took their dream and built a company that became a global empire.
*Available in Russian, Chinese Complex subs, German, Korean subs, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese and Turkish.
HELLO WORLD! | 6X30
This family-friendly series is taking a look at the wonders of the natural world through the eyes of six of today’s most celebrated musicians - Christina Aguilera, Ellie Goulding, Joan Jett, Dave Matthews, Usher Raymond, and Steven Tyler. Each episode features the artist’s vibrant storytelling and one of their well-known songs, as well as a lush musical score.
*Available in Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, Chinese Complex subs, Italian and Castilian.

HOW TO BUILD...EVERYTHING | 12X30
Welcome to the do-it-yourself instruction manual for humanity's greatest modern-day inventions. Scientists (and people who just love science) break down the most complicated tech and machines into a few simple steps.
*Available in Italian, Chinese Complex subs, Castilian, Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese and Dutch subs.

MEGA SHIPPERS | 8X60
There are at least 20 million shipping containers crossing the world’s seas at any given time carrying anything from lobsters to luxury sports cars. Go behind-the-scenes at ports on both sides of the Atlantic to find out what it takes to deliver goods 24/7.
*Available in Russian, Castilian, Turkish, Chinese Complex subs and Swedish subs.

MEGASPEED | 6X60
Get to know the world’s fastest drivers and daredevils. Megaspeed profiles the personalities who push the limits to end up on the podium.

MIGHTY TRAINS | 6X60; Available in December
Just the mention of trains conjures a sense of wonder, romance, history and nostalgia. Mighty Trains features some of the world’s great rail journeys and explores the technology, landscape and character of these iron giants.

SMART CHINA | 3X60
Fueled by some of the planet's smartest minds, this series unveils China's world-leading innovation boom, featuring inventions that are transforming China into a cleaner, greener, “smarter” nation.

SPACE’S DEEPEST SECRETS | 9X60
See the stories of the men and women who pushed their ingenuity and curiosity beyond the limits to uncover some of the most groundbreaking findings in the history of space exploration.

SYDNEY HARBOUR PATROL | 2X60, Available in November
Iconic Sydney Harbour attracts more than 40 million visitors a year and it’s the largest and one of the busiest natural harbours on earth. Watch the elite team who work day and night to keep the world famous waterfront running.
*Available in French, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, Russian and Norwegian subs.
THROUGH THE WORMHOLE WITH MORGAN FREEMAN | 9X60
Morgan Freeman continues to challenge audiences to think about daring questions while taking a deeper look at the science behind some of society’s most controversial and timely topics.

TOUCAN NATION | 1X60
Follow the uplifting story of Grecia, a toucan whose unconscionable abuse sparked international outrage and inspired a national animal welfare movement in Costa Rica.
*Available in Russian, Spanish, Japanese subs, Chinese Complex subs and Chinese Simplified subs.

WILD COSTA RICA | 1X60
Sandwiched between two seas and two continents, Costa Rica is a treasure trove of wildlife and a jewel in the crown of the planet’s biodiversity, home to approximately 4.5% of Earth’s known species.
*Available in Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese.

YOU ME MALAYSIA | 1X60
Denise Keller is in Malaysia with well-known travel blogger Kyle Mulinder and his girlfriend Lisa, both from New Zealand. Denise takes the couple on a variety of adventures and cultural experiences including kayaking in Belum, learning Silat, and a day of pampering at the luxurious Pangkor Laut Island Resort.
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